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the older plate, howeverj' would 'destroy its usefulness"
perforation holds 1-9,(:}1' 1-12 of the active material.

seems a reasonable excuse for failing to prosecute
platEis, 'and I find Mthing in the transactions he-

officers and those of the Storage Battery
complainant from maintaining this action. In

April, ',1S9$, '4ertainly, both sides understood, and expressed their
underijta,:qding in writing, that the question of infringement of the
severahpMents owned by complainant would be tested by suit.
As to the .Danish' plilitent, the conclusion reached by Judge Coxe,
without, argument, viz.that "it is not for the same, invention as the
SWJl:n,' is con.cllrred in by this court, after argument.
Motion;fQI.' preliminary injunction granted.

co. v. LOGAN, SWIFT" BRIGHAM
,I CO. et aI.

,(Oircuit Oourt, D.'Massachusetts. July 17, 1894.)
No.

1. PATBN'1's...:.INl!'lNNGEMENT.....ENVELOPE MAt:HlNES.
in the drying apparatus of an envelope

machine, a claim for a revolving drum, having fingers projecting trom
its rim" intervals between them slightiy greater than the thickness
of the'oovelope, so that it may be rei81ned by pressure between the
fingers, .1s'not' infringed,' by. a drum in which, instead of fingers, there
,is a plate wIth a rib acrosli\ its face, which the fiap
of the eJ;lVel9pe catches. and the envelope is ,thus held in position.

B.BAME: .... . .' ' ,
Tb,a reissue, No. 9,800, for an itn;provetnent in the drying apparatus

of an enl'elope'machlne, limited, and Md· nM: infringed by a dryer retain-
ing the envelope in positiOJ;l' by means different in operation and result
from the. bulged finger· described in the patent; but in.fringed by the so-

"basket dryer." .'

waS aemt in equity by the Whitcomb Envelope Company
against the Logan, Swiff· & Brigham Envelope Company and
others for infringement ofapatent.
George O. G. Ooale and Elmer P. Howe, for complainant.
Oausten and William W. Swan, for defendants.

. ,

,OOLT, The Swift reissued patent, No. 9,800, upon
which the suit is brought, is for an improvement in the dry-
ing apparatus Of envelope machines. In place of a flexible belt with
pockets, wllich is found in the' Qld dryer, Swift substitutes a re-
volving rigidftIlgers projecting from its. rim, so arranged
"that an enyelo:f?e maybe held in the space between two con-
sel:mtive pressure ,be exerted on the recently
gummed Pl:\rts )"'hlle the gum on the seal flap is drying." The

with" a bulge, ,and "the between the
adJacent fingers llil shghtl;t greater tlXan the. thIckness, of, the envel-
ope, and the. envelope is. held the adjacent fingers by the
pressure from cQntlict withtb,e sides of the fingers. Tl;1e
lpecl1ication aIalOdescribes' guard flanges surrounding the ends Of
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the drum, with lips projecting slightly over the ends of the fingers,
which, "if desirable," may be used to retain the envelopes in the
spaces between the fingers.
The two claims in controversy are as follows: .
"(1) In an envelope machine, a revolving drum having fingers projecting

from its rim. the interval between adjacent fingers being slightly greater
than the thickness of the folded envelope to be held. whereby foldel1 envel-
opes may 1)1' held between adjacent fingers by pressure resulting from
contact of tIle sides of the envelopes with the fingers, substantially as shown
and set forth.
"(2) The fingers, F, F', etc., rigillly fixed on the lateral surface of a drum.

made of such form, and placed at such a distance from one another, that
folded and gummed envelopes will be held between them by the elasticity
of the paper, substantially as shown and described."

The first claim, as originally drawn, covered a revolving drum
with projecting fingers rigidly fixed on its rim; but this claim was
rejected on reference to the Waymoth patent, No. 58,327, for a belt
dryer, on the ground that "an endless belt or chain and a drum are
often substituted for each other as equivalent means." It is
eVident, therefore, that the Swift patent cannot be extended to em-
brace generally a revolving drum with rigid projecting fingers,
but must be limited to the particular form of revolving drum and
fingers found in the patent, or their equivalents.
In place of the bulged finger, the defendants use a plate with a

rib extending across its face, attached to flanges at the sides of the
drum. The contention of the defendants is that the Swift patent
is for a device in which the envelope is held in position, in the
narrow space between the fingers, against the force of gravity, by
the friction caused by the elasticity of the paper, while in their
apparatus the envelope is held against the action of gravity by
the rib extending across the surface of the plate. To understand
the defendants' position it must be borne in mind that in their
machine the envelope is inserted with its flap end towards the axis
of the drum, so that, when the drum is revolved, the end of the
flap will be caught on the rib, while in the plaintiff's device the
envelope is inserted with its flap in the opposite direction, 01'
towards the ends of the fingers, and that consequently it must be
held in position, during the rotation of the drum, by the friction
created by the contact of its sides with the fingers. From a careful
consideration of the Swift patent in connection with the whole
evidence, and without giving undue weight to the correspondence
between the applicant's attorney and the patent office, I think the
word "held" in the Swift patent must be construed primarily to
signify that the envelope is retained in position against the action
of gravity as the drum revolves; and that, while it may also mean
that the envelope is retained in position in re'l.ation to the inserting
and withdrawing mechanism, this latter feature is merely incidental
and subordinate to the main result contemplated by the Swift
mechanism. The defendants' dryer does not infringe because the
envelope is "held" by other means than those described in the
Swift patent; in other words, the ribbed plate in defendants' dryer
is different in mode of operation and result from the bulged finger
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of the Swift patent. This conclusion appli€s to the now
by the defendants, but'· not to the so-called "basket

dryer," one .of which the defendants now use, and which, in my
opinion, is clearly an infringement of the Swift patent. A decree
maybe.drawnin conformity with this opinion.

DIAMOND MATCH CO. v. OSHKOSH MATCH WORKS et al.
(Circuit Court, E. D. Wisconsin. October 1, 1894.)

PATENTS-AcTION FOR INFRINGEMENT-PRODUCTION OF DRAWINGS AND MODELS
-DRAWINOS IN PENDING ApPLICATIONS AT THE PATENT OFFICE.
The defendants concealed their machines. so that the complainant

could not make satisfactory proof of infringement. Complainant there-
upon called one of the directors of the defendant corporation, and
proved by him that the defendants' machines" contained the elements
mentioned in certain claims of complainant's patents. and then moved
the court for an order requiring the defendants to produce drawings
or a model of said machines, or to permit complainant's experts to
visit their shops, and make such drawings from the machines. Held.:
1. That although such order should not be granted upon mere sus-

picion or allegation of infringement. yet here. as the complainant bad
shown probable cause for believing that infringement was going on,
the order should be granted.
2. That the fact that an application for a patent on one of the defend-

ants' machines was pending was no ground for denying the order, the
rule of secrecy in the patent office having no application to investigations
of causes by the courts.
3. Rule entered for the defendants to produce drawings of the alleged

infringing machines upon payment of the cost thereof by the com-
plainant.

Two actions in equity by the Diamond Match Company against
the Oshkosh Match Works and others for infringement of a certain
patent. H(ilard on complainant's motion for an order requiring the
production of .certain drawings by the defendants.
Prindle &:Russell, L. Hill, and H. G. Underwood, for complainant.
A. E. Thomplilon, C. T. Benedict, and Harshaw & Davidson, for de-

fendants.

SEAMAN,District Judge. The complainant is prosecuting two
41.ctions in equity against the defendants, alleging infringement in
each case of certain letters patent, and the defendants answer in
each, under oath, denying infringement. The complainant was pro-
.ceeding with the taking of testimony before a notary acting as ex-
aminer pursuant to stipulation, and produced as a witness in its
behalf William H. Wyman, who was superintendent and director of
the OshkOSh Match Works, and inventor of the alleged infringing
machinery used by the defendants. It is sufficient to state that
this witness testifies that applications are pending in the patent
office for patents upon. one of these machines; that full and com-
. plete drawings have been made of each of the machines, but were
.delivered to their solicitor for use with applications for patents,
... and are not in possession of the witnesses; .that he is not sufficiently


